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1. Executive Summary
1.1.

Background of the Study

In 2014, California enacted the Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA), which requires local agencies
to form Groundwater Sustainability Agencies (GSAs) in areas with high and medium priority basins to develop
Groundwater Sustainability Plans (GSPs). The Santa Rosa Plain Groundwater Subbasin (Subbasin) is designated as
a medium priority basin. Sonoma County (County), the Sonoma County Water Agency (Sonoma Water), the City
of Santa Rosa, the City of Rohnert Park, the City of Cotati, and the Town of Windsor along with Gold Ridge
Resource Conservation District (GRRCD) and Sonoma Resource Conservation District (SRCD) and several Mutual
and CPUC regulated water suppliers established a Joint Exercise of Powers Agreement (JPA) to form the Santa Rosa
Plain Groundwater Sustainability Agency (Agency). SGMA requires that medium and high priority basins prepare
and submit a Groundwater Sustainability Plan (GSP) by January 31, 2022. The preparation and submittal of a GSP
constitutes Phase I of the Santa Rosa Plain Groundwater Sustainability Agency’s (GSA) compliance with SGMA.
In 2017, three GSAs in Sonoma County contracted with Raftelis to develop financial plans for funding Phase I of
their adherence to SGMA. The Santa Rosa Plain GSA was one of those agencies. Phase I deals with the
establishment of the GSA, its staffing and operations, the GSA’s development and preparation of its GSP, and public
outreach to secure support for GSA funding. The GSA secured initial start-up funding for its first two years of
operations from the member agencies listed above, as well as the Independent Water Suppliers members of the GSA.
This report summarizes the development of a fee for funding GSA operations through Phase I. The report also
describes the variety of funding methods considered and the outreach process leading to the ultimate decision by the
GSA’s Board to proceed with an estimated groundwater extraction-based funding mechanism for Phase I.

1.1.1.

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

The major objectives of the study as initially envisioned included the following:
• Develop financial plans and sources of funding for the GSA to allow it to adequately fund the ongoing
administrative and operating costs and the preparation of GSP
• Develop an outreach plan to help establish a funding mechanism for the GSA
• Develop appropriate fees or charges to groundwater extractors to fund the GSA during Phase I and
document the fees/charges

1.1.2.

CONTEXT AND BENEFITS OF SUSTAINABLY MANAGED
GROUNDWATER

Prior to the implementation of SGMA, Sonoma Water the Cities in the basin, Cal-American and other local
stakeholders formed the Santa Rosa Plain Basin Advisory Panel (BAP) to develop a Groundwater Management Plan
(GMP) that voluntarily managed Subbasin groundwater resources. The work done by the BAP was foundational to
work done in Phase I of this study as it provided a starting point for the analysis.
Implementation of the GSP will provide the Subbasin with a plan to sustainably manage the Subbasin’s groundwater
resources. Sustainably managed groundwater is beneficial for a variety of reasons including maintaining surface
water flows, providing water for irrigating crops, and providing water for municipalities. Groundwater provides a
substantial portion of the Subbasin’s overall water. Groundwater resources are an important, and often only, source
of water supply for many communities and water users in the Subbasin. Groundwater sourced from water wells
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within the Subbasin represents the primary water supply for irrigated agriculture (where access to recycled water is
not available), rural residential properties (including many mutual water companies), commercial and industrial
users in unincorporated areas, and the City of Sebastopol. Local groundwater represents an important supplemental
or backup source of supply for many of the municipal water purveyors, including Sonoma Water, the Cities of Santa
Rosa, Rohnert Park, and Cotati, and California American Water’s Larkfield District which operate municipal
wellfields within the Subbasin. All cities in the Subbasin rely on groundwater to some extent, although the Town of
Windsor currently only uses groundwater within the Subbasin for irrigation purposes and may use groundwater as a
backup source in the future. Managing groundwater is critical in maintaining the communities that live in Sonoma
County.
Sustainably managed groundwater basins can reduce the risk of overdraft. Overdraft can have many long-term
negative effects including well failure, water quality deterioration, land subsidence, aquifer capacity depletion, and
other environmental harms. Managing groundwater basins in a sustainable manner not only avoids these negative
outcomes but can also protect in-basin property values. Moreover, by keeping local control of the Subbasin, the
Agency can prevent additional regulations from the State and implementation of State mandated fees. Maintaining
local control ensures that local concerns can be heard and dealt with as they arise.

1.2.

Subbasin Characteristics

The Subbasin lies within Sonoma County. It includes all or part of the City of Santa Rosa, Town of Windsor, City
of Cotati, City of Rohnert Park, and City of Sebastopol. The Subbasin’s initial Bulletin 118 boundaries did not
include the entire City of Sebastopol, so Sebastopol was not party to the initial JPA (although it helped develop the
JPA) but the Subbasin’s boundaries were modified in 2019 to include Sebastopol. Sebastopol now sits on the
Agency’s Advisory Committee. The City of Santa Rosa is the county seat and largest City in Sonoma County and
the greater California North Coast Area. In addition to these towns and cities, the Subbasin includes a large rural
population, many wineries and other agricultural interests. According to the 2016 Annual Report from the Santa
Rosa Plain BAP, the Santa Rosa Plain “watershed encompasses the largest urban area in the north coast region of
California, world-class agricultural lands, internationally recognized wetlands, ecosystems, and other natural and
recreational resources. Many of its finest attributes and assets are directly related to its water resources.”1
As of 2010, the Subbasin’s population was just under 260,000 and is projected to grow nearly 20% to 300,000 by
2030. The California Department of Water Resources (DWR) estimates that 43% of the Subbasin’s supply need is
met by groundwater.2

1.3.

Rate Setting Methodology

One critical component of the Study was determining which funding mechanisms could be used and which legal
requirements governed the funding mechanisms under consideration. Staff, Raftelis and the Agency’s legal Counsel
(Kronick, Moskovitz, Tiedemann, & Girard or KMTG) met several times to discuss the legal risk associated with
each funding approach. The Board eventually opted to pursue a regulatory fee subject to the restrictions of

Source: http://santarosaplaingroundwater.org/wp-content/uploads/SRPGMP-FINAL-2016-Annual-Report.pdf ,
section 1.1.2.
2
Source: DWR Basin Prioritization Dashboard, accessed here: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/bp-dashboard/p2/#
1
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Proposition 26. A summary of Raftelis’ understanding of regulatory fees subject to Proposition 26 is summarized
briefly below. 3
Regulatory fees are exactions intended to recover the cost of regulation. Proposition 26 provides that these fees
cannot exceed the cost of governmental activity associated with regulation and that the fee amount allocated to any
payor must bear a fair or reasonable relationship to the payor’s benefits from or burdens on the regulatory activity.
As a crucial point of distinction, these fees can be imposed by a governing body without voter approval.
After discussion, it was determined that the Agency would proceed with regulatory fees, as authorized by Water
Code section 10730 and governed by Proposition 26.
Raftelis calculated a funding mechanism for the Agency to collect its costs in a multi-step process. The first step was
determining the revenue requirement, which is the amount of revenue that must be recovered for an agency to meet
its budgeted costs less its revenue offsets, which reduce the Agency’s revenue requirement. The Agency has several
revenue offsets including grant funding and funding from member agencies. The second step was to annualize the
Agency’s revenue requirement. This involves dividing the total revenue requirement by the number of years over
which the Agency would collect revenue. The next step was to estimate the Subbasin’s total extraction. Finally, a
per acre foot annual fee was calculated by dividing the Agency’s annualized revenue requirement by the Subbasin’s
estimated annual extraction.

1.4. Legal Requirements
California Water Code 10730 (a)
SGMA’s enabling legislation included establishing California Water Code section 10730. This legislation states
that:
“A groundwater sustainability agency may impose fees, including, but not limited to, permit fees and fees on groundwater
extraction or other regulated activity, to fund the costs of a groundwater sustainability program, including, but not limited
to, preparation, adoption, and amendment of a groundwater sustainability plan, and investigations, inspections,
compliance assistance, enforcement, and program administration, including a prudent reserve. A groundwater
sustainability agency shall not impose a fee pursuant to this subdivision on a de minimis extractor unless the agency has
regulated the users pursuant to this part.”
The proposed fees in this Study are for the purposes of funding the cost of a groundwater sustainability program,
specifically Phase I of the Agency’s program, which is the establishment of the GSP.

California Constitution - Article XIII C, Section 1 (Proposition 26)
Our understanding from KMTG is that the primary requirements under California Constitution Article XIII C,
section 1, as adopted by Proposition 26 to qualify as a fee that is not classified as a tax are as follows:
•
•
•

3

Fees allocated to a fee payor must be for a governmental regulatory program related to the fee payor or a
governmental activity that benefits the fee payor;
Fee revenue cannot exceed the reasonable costs of the activity for which the fee is imposed, and
Fees allocated to the fee payor must bear a fair or reasonable relationship to the payor’s burdens on or
benefits from the governmental activity.

Raftelis is not a law firm. Legal advice was provided to the Agency by KMTG.
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California Constitution - Article X, Section 2
Article X, Section 2 of the California Constitution states the following:
“It is hereby declared that because of the conditions prevailing in this State the general welfare requires that the water
resources of the State be put to beneficial use to the fullest extent of which they are capable, and that the waste or
unreasonable use or unreasonable method of use of water be prevented, and that the conservation of such waters is to be
exercised with a view to the reasonable and beneficial use thereof in the interest of the people and for the public welfare.”
Article X, Section 2 of the State Constitution institutes the need to preserve the State’s water supplies and to
discourage the wasteful or unreasonable use of water by encouraging conservation. As such, public agencies are
constitutionally mandated to maximize the beneficial use of water, prevent waste, and encourage conservation.
The proposed approach is based on the theory that the existence and availability of groundwater as a water resource,
if and when needed, benefits all groundwater users (not just current groundwater users) within the Agency’s Bulletin
118 boundaries. The amount charged to each payor is based on the theory that everyone is equally or nearly equally
benefited by the groundwater sustainability program, regardless of how much Groundwater (GW) they may actually
pump. By spreading the fee more widely, the burden of these costs will be relatively low to each payor.

1.4.1.

NECESSITY OF MAKING ESTIMATES

A key understanding supporting the proposed approach is the scarcity of much of the groundwater data (e.g., number
and location of all wells, estimates of groundwater use). Further, many of the tasks of the GSP are related to
developing this data more fully. All approaches that were considered relied on the assumption that reasonable
estimates could be made, and in fact, that estimates must be made, to proceed with any proposed funding mechanism
during this Phase I period. Better data will be available after the GSP has been prepared and adopted because of
those efforts. Consequently, the selected method of estimation uses data that is currently available and applied in a
reasonable way, while recognizing that all data is subject to further refinement and that the Agency will encourage
additional data sources or other suggestions that may help improve the data.

1.5.

Proposed Fees

Several potential Phase I funding methods were considered as part of the Study. Ultimately, the proposed approach
was a fee based on estimated groundwater usage as authorized by SGMA (Water Code section 10730) and subject
to the restrictions of Proposition 26. The proposed fee calculations are described in more detail in Section 5.1. Table
1 shows proposed fees for extractors per year. These fees are proposed for FY 2019-20 through FY 2021-22.
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Table 1: SRP GSA Phase I Charges
Charge Type

Assumed Groundwater
Extraction

Fee per Acre Foot Estimated Extraction
Annual fee for Rural Residential Groundwater
Users
(1 residence per parcel)
Annual fee for Rural Residential Groundwater
Users
(2 residence per parcel)
Annual fee for Rural Residential Groundwater
Users
(3+ residences per parcel)
Annual fee for Urban Residential Groundwater
User

SANTA ROSA PLAIN GRO UNDWATER SUSTAINABILITY AGENCY

Amount
$19.90 per acre foot

0.5 AF

$9.95 per year

0.75 AF

$14.93 per year

1 AF

$19.90 per year

0.1 AF

$1.99 per year
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2. Funding Methods
Considered
Throughout the Study process there was quite a bit of uncertainty about how best to assess the fee. SGMA is still a
relatively new piece of legislation, and the method for funding GSAs is not made abundantly clear by the act nor has
it been tested by the courts. Raftelis, Staff, and KMTG came up with several methods of funding the Agency and
eventually settled on the proposed method.

2.1.

Potential Funding Methods

One critical component of the Study was determining which funding mechanisms could be used and which legal
requirements governed the funding mechanisms under consideration. Staff, Raftelis and the Agency’s legal Counsel
(Kronick, Moskovitz, Tiedemann, & Girard or KMTG) met several times to discuss the legal risk associated with
each funding approach.
Specifically, there was substantial discussion over whether funding to support the Agency would be from regulatory
fees governed by Proposition 26 or service fees governed by Proposition 218 or through Continued Member Agency
Funding. Although early indications and legal counsel suggested that the appropriate funding source was most likely
the regulatory fee authorized by Water Code section 10730 and governed by Proposition 26 for Phase I funding, both
funding mechanisms were considered. A summary of Raftelis’ understanding of the distinction between regulatory
fees subject to Proposition 26 based service fees subject to Proposition 218 is summarized briefly below: 4
Regulatory fees are fees intended to recover the cost of regulation. Proposition 26 provides that these fees cannot
exceed the cost of governmental activity associated with regulation and that the fee amount allocated to any payor
must bear a fair or reasonable relationship to the payor’s benefits from or burdens on the regulatory activity. As a
crucial point of distinction, these fees can be imposed without voter approval.
Service fees, or “property-related” fees governed by Proposition 218, are charges related to property ownership or
occupation. The fee charged to any parcel must be proportional to the cost of providing service to that parcel and
may not exceed the cost of providing service to the parcel. Unlike regulatory fees governed by Proposition 26,
property-related fees or charges governed by Proposition 218 are subject to mandatory noticing and a majority protest
of affected parcel owners.
Continued Member Agency Contributions is member agency funding the duration of Phase I. This method would
recognize the difficulties in gathering appropriate data for fee calculations in Phase I. The Agency would establish a
fee basis for funding the Agency in Phase II and beyond.
Yet another funding mechanism seriously considered was a Parcel Tax. Parcel taxes are considered to be special
taxes under Proposition 13 and must be approved by voters. As a “special tax” it would be subject to a 2/3 voter
approval threshold to go into effect.

4

Raftelis is not a law firm. Legal advice was provided to the Agency by KMTG.
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2.2.

Legislative and Legal Understanding

During the course of this Study, the California Supreme Court issued a ruling on the City of San Buenaventura vs
United Water Conservation District case. This case was of interest to GSAs because it dealt with charges assessed
on groundwater pumping. The opinion issued on this case held that charges assessed on groundwater pumping are
not “imposed… upon a parcel or a person as an incident of property ownership,” which is the type of fee that
Proposition 218 governs. Following this ruling, this study began examining funding options that would be
characterized as regulatory fees subject to Proposition 26 rather than property-related fees subject to Proposition 218.
Our understanding from KMTG is that the primary legislative principles to uphold regarding regulatory fees under
Proposition 26 are as follows:
ǽ
ǽ
ǽ

Fees allocated to a fee payor must be related to a governmental regulatory program that either benefits the
fee payor or that the payor burdens;
Fee revenue cannot exceed the reasonable cost of the activity for which the fee is imposed, and
The fee amount allocated to any payor must bear a fair or reasonable relationship to the payor’s benefits
from or burdens on the regulatory program.

2.3.

Synopsis of Funding Methods Considered

Several funding options were considered by the Agency during the Study, which are briefly discussed below.

2.3.1.

PER PARCEL FEE

This fee was envisioned to be a regulatory fee charged at a uniform amount to all parcel owners. A regulatory fee
can be assessed with Board approval rather than through an election. Benefits of a parcel fee included that it would
spread the cost of the Agency’s Phase I operations to all parcel owners, which would distribute the cost relatively
equally. It would also have resulted in a relatively low fee per parcel per year.
This approach had several issues though, including the fact that many parcels in the Subbasin area may not use
groundwater directly. There were also concerns about the constitutionality of assessing this fee, as it could be
considered a tax and subject to legal challenge. Based on these concerns, this option was not selected.

2.3.2.

PARCEL FEE AND GROUNDWATER EXTRACTION BASED FEE

This approach assessed a small fee on all parcels, and then distributed the remaining costs based on groundwater
extraction. It was considered because it would have distributed a small amount of cost to all parcel owners,
recognizing the benefits to all of sustainably managed groundwater, but it would also have charged the direct users
of groundwater proportionally to their actual use. This fee was compelling for the reasons listed above but suffered
from the same constitutionality concerns as the per parcel fee.

2.3.3.

PARCEL TAX

This approach would have been a voter-approved parcel tax. It would have been like the per parcel fee but would
not have suffered from the same legal concerns. It had similar benefits to the per parcel fee: fees would be relatively
low and evenly distributed, however, this approach would have required voter approval by a 2/3 majority.
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Additionally, placing a parcel tax measure on the ballot would substantially increase costs to the Agency. The Agency
would have also incurred costs associated with polling and the creation and distribution of educational materials.
Finally, a campaign would have been required (which could not have been undertaken by the Agency itself), and
there was no guarantee of success at the polls.

2.3.4.

FEE ON GROUNDWATER EXTRACTION

This approach would have been a fee assessed on all groundwater users based on actual groundwater extraction.
This approach benefited from having a direct nexus between the regulated activity (pumping groundwater) and the
regulatory fee. It was also supported by the recent San Buenaventura decision. It would have captured the extraction
by all water service providers, as well as agricultural and residential well users.
This approach also had its challenges. First among them: actual groundwater use of many users is currently
unknown. Agricultural and residential well use is not reported. Few, if any, of these types of users have meters on
their wells and information on extraction is not currently shared with the Agency. Currently, only municipal and
other public water supply systems meter and report their groundwater usage. Lastly, this approach would require a
different approach for de minimis users (residential users that use under two acre feet per year).

2.3.5.

STATE-BASED INTERVENTION

An undesirable alternative funding method would have been the default if the Agency could not fund itself. This
method is referred to as State-Based Intervention as the State would manage the Subbasin and assess fees on the
Subbasin’s groundwater users. The State-Based Intervention Fees for Water Year 2018 (October 1 through
September 30) would include a Base Filing Fee of $300 per well ($100 for de minimis users), and a per AF volumetric
rate between $40 and $55 depending on the status of the Subbasin (basins with a probationary designation would
pay $40 per AF while basins on an interim Plan would pay $55 per AF), also subject to a late fee of 25% per month.
These fees would be on top of the cost of developing the Subbasin’s GSP, which would still be a cost borne by the
Subbasin’s citizens, and the Agency would lose the ability to regulate the Subbasin. The Board and the community
expressed a strong desire to avoid this outcome. Table 2 shows the charges associated with State-Based Intervention.5

Table 2: State-Based Intervention Charges
Charge Type
Base Filing Fee (Per Well Per Year)

$300

De minimis Fee (Per Well Per Year)

$100

Per AF Cost (Probationary)

$45

Per AF Cost (Interim Plan)

$55

Late Fee (Per Month)

25%

2.3.6.
5

Amount

CONTINUED MEMBER AGENCY FUNDING

Source: https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/gmp/fees.html
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Another option that was considered (and chosen by the Agency’s two neighboring GSAs, Sonoma Valley GSA and
Petaluma Valley GSA), is continued member agency funding for Phase I. This method recognized the difficulties in
gathering appropriate data for fee calculations in Phase I. Local government agencies who are member agencies of
the Agency would have continued funding the Agency through Phase I. The Agency would have established a fee
basis for funding the Agency in Phase II and beyond.
This approach required universal member agency approval and requires many that use little to no groundwater to
pay for the management of the Subbasin. It also would have left the Agency dependent on outside support through
Phase I. Ultimately, the Board chose to pursue a fee based on estimated usage rather than continued member agency
funding.

2.3.7.

FEE ON ESTIMATED GROUNDWATER EXTRACTION

This approach relies on estimating groundwater use across the Subbasin and applying a fee based on estimated usage.
This approach is similar in concept to the fee on groundwater use. It has similar benefits as the fee on groundwater
use but does not suffer from the drawbacks with needing to measure groundwater use of all kinds. Legal Counsel
indicated that courts have approved fees that are based on estimates of usage, rather than directly measured data,
where the estimates have an empirical basis (for example, the experience of the Agency Staff or published data).
The issues with this approach include challenges associated with formulating a reasonable basis of estimating
groundwater use based on the limited data available. In June 2018 this methodology was presented to the Board,
and the Board ultimately opted to move forward with this option for funding Phase I costs expenses.

2.4.

Proposed Estimated Usage Based Fee

The Agency has opted to fund Phase I by establishing and charging a fee based on estimated groundwater use. As
previously mentioned, estimates are necessary for some groundwater user categories where actual extraction data is
lacking. Raftelis and Agency Staff worked together to establish a framework to estimate groundwater extraction.
This framework and process is discussed in Section 5.2.
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3. Public Outreach Efforts

Over the course of the study, comprehensive outreach efforts were made to inform, educate and solicit feedback from
the community. Raftelis, The Reed Group, and Staff attended several meetings in the Subbasin to address community
concerns and to solicit feedback. In addition to meetings, outreach was provided via Monthly Updates to the
interested parties list, through press releases, newspaper advertisements, postcard mailings and website updates. This
section provides an overview of the efforts made and meetings attended as well as brief recapitulations of comments
and topics addressed.

3.1.

December 4, 2017 Advisory Committee Meeting

On December 4, 2017, Raftelis and The Reed Group introduced the study to the Santa Rosa Plain Advisory
Committee (AC). This initial AC presentation dealt with the Study’s proposed scope and approach. During this
meeting, the difference between fees authorized by Water Code § 10730, which are regulatory fees that may be levied
before the adoption of the GSP and that are governed by Proposition 26, and fees authorized by Water Code §
10730.2, which may be levied after GSP adoption for service provided and that are subject to the rules of Proposition
218, were introduced and described.
During the presentation, AC members expressed interest in ensuring that water recharge was taken into consideration
by the Agency. Additionally, the AC wanted to ensure that water conservation was considered by the Agency. The
AC also expressed concerns about charging de minimis users and expressed desire to see the charges that would result
from State Intervention.

3.2.

February 8, 2018 Board Meeting

At the February 8, 2018 Board Meeting, Raftelis and the Reed Group introduced themselves and the study to the
Board. The initial Board presentation touched on many of the same topics dealt with on the December 4, 2017 AC
meeting.
The Board provided feedback to Raftelis, including more information on data sources. Moreover, the Board
requested that Subbasin property owners be notified about the Study.

3.3.

February 12, 2018 Advisory Committee Meeting

On February 2018 Raftelis and the Reed Group presented the initial fee calculation study scope and proposed
approach. At this meeting Raftelis presented the methodology for calculating the magnitude of the fee and presented
initial estimates of the magnitude of the fee based on a variety of bases. For example, Raftelis presented the cost of
parcel based, acreage based, well based, and extraction-based fees based on initial Subbasin extraction estimates.
Raftelis and Staff received community input. Comments included requests to incorporate recycled water into the
analysis. There were also concerns that open space in the Subbasin would be properly treated (i.e. not charged if it
was not being irrigated). Additionally, the AC suggested that the study use the USGS Santa Rosa Plain Basin study
as a basis. The AC expressed support for fees that would incentivize conservation. There was also a desire to see a
fee that would charge well owners a base fee and then make up the remainder of the revenue requirement from an
extraction-based fee. Overall, the AC also expressed a desire for the study to seek community input.
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3.4.

March 21, 2018 Community Meeting

On March 21, 2018, Raftelis and Staff presented to the community on the rate study process. The meeting’s objective
was to explain the need for the GSP, what funding it would accomplish, and describe the proposed funding
mechanisms. Raftelis presented on the funding the Agency had received to date, as well as the grant funding received
by the Agency. Raftelis also presented preliminary funding alternatives and showed the State Intervention alternative.
At this meeting, Raftelis and Staff received community feedback. Community feedback was mixed but common
themes included a desire for those who use more groundwater to pay a larger fee. Also, there was a sense that since
groundwater is a resource that benefits everyone when it is sustainably managed, the fee should be widespread so
that it is paid by all in the Subbasin with those extracting more paying a larger portion of the fee. The community
was also interested in trying to measure groundwater recharge and creating a fee that incentivized conservation.

3.5.

April 9, 2018 Advisory Committee Meeting

At this meeting the AC divided into four groups to discuss the pros and cons of the methodologies proposed thus far.
These methodologies include (a) a fee based on extraction, (b) a fee based on parcel ownership and extraction, (c) a
parcel tax, and (d) State Intervention. The consensus following this break-out discussion was to avoid State
Intervention. Most groups leaned towards options (a) and (b); and expressed concerns that the parcel tax may be
both politically difficult and expensive to implement. There was also a suggestion from the public that the Agency
continue to pursue member agency funding.

3.6.

April 12, 2018 Board Meeting

Raftelis and Staff updated the Board on funding options, as discussed at the April 9 Advisory Committee meeting.
Staff also provided feedback from the Advisory Committee. The Board created an ad hoc committee to work indepth with staff, consultants and representatives from the Petaluma Valley and Sonoma Valley GSAs (which were
still pursuing fee studies).

3.7.
May 7 and June 11, 2018 Advisory Committee
Meetings
At the May 7, 2018 meeting, Staff provided an in-depth update to the Advisory Committee on the study and reviewed
the most recent data estimates. Advisory Committee members asked multiple questions regarding data sources and
background information. At the June 11, 2018 meeting, staff provided an update on options, including the parcel
charge, a hybrid option, a Proposition 26 regulatory fee approach and continued agency contributions. The Advisory
Committee expressed concerns that a parcel charge doesn’t reflect groundwater use. The Advisory Committee noted
that continued agency contributions were no longer viable, as there isn’t unanimous consent among member
agencies.

3.8.

June 14, 2018 Board Meeting

At this meeting, Staff updated the Board on the fee study timeline, budget implications resulting from implementation
in the next fiscal year, and the current fee options. The Board decided to (a) not pursue a parcel tax due to the costs
of putting the measure on the ballot. The Board also decided to forgo pursuing member agency contributions as a
methodology for funding the Agency. The Board decided to continue with calculating fees based on estimated
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groundwater extraction (referred to as a “categorical benefit” fee) and a fee based on a combination of land use and
parcel size (referred to as a “proportional benefit” fee). The Board also expressed interest in initiating a well
registration program. This program would provide the Agency with data on the location of wells in the Subbasin and
would also act as a regulation for de minimis users, allowing the Agency to assess a fee on said users.

3.9.

September 10, 2018 Advisory Committee Meeting

Raftelis and Staff updated the AC on fee study progress and received more feedback. The AC expressed concerns
that the rural residential groundwater use was too high, and that pasture use estimates were too high. This comment
led Staff to further investigate pasture groundwater extraction estimates. Gold Ridge RCD Staff and University of
California Co-Op Extension initiated a study estimating groundwater usage of pasture and dairies because of this
study.
Staff and Raftelis emphasized that at this point, the calculations were still under development and the numbers were
not final. The dairy groundwater study would later help Raftelis and Staff refine agriculture groundwater extraction
estimates. Additionally, these comments led Raftelis and Staff to re-examine the rural residential groundwater use
figure of 0.5 acre fee per parcel per year. The results of this review are show in Table 10 on page 22.
Additionally, Raftelis and Staff received comments that cannabis use should be estimated and broken out.

3.10. October 11, 2018 Board Meeting
At this meeting, the AC chairman provided updates and a discussion of the issues that the AC had been discussing
including the rural residential average extraction question.
Raftelis and Staff continued to update the Board on the Study, including giving the board an estimate on fees and
total estimated groundwater extraction.
The Board asked about remaining data issues with estimated recycled water and surface water rights offsets. The
Board also expressed concern that the fee might result in high fees for agricultural groundwater extractors. The Board
also asked for member agencies to consider a proposal regarding deferring member agency repayment until Phase II.

3.11.

December 13, 2018 Board Study Session

The Board held a special study session at its December 13, 2018 meeting to have an in-depth discussion of the options
and the next steps. Staff presented an overview of the options that were studied, outreach conducted, and feedback
received. The Board provided feedback and comments on the following items: A possible well registration program
that would allow de minimis users to be charged a fee and that would provide important information moving forward;
parcels intersected by basin boundaries and how they should be considered in the study; deferring the payback of
member agencies for contributions made to support the Agency in its first two years of operation; and opportunities
to reduce the potential economic impact to some payors.
In addition to providing specific feedback on the above issues, it expressed a desire for additional public feedback
and education.
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3.12. January and March 2019 Groundwater Sustainability
Fee Community Meetings
At a series of four community meetings in January and March, Staff presented to the community. Staff outlined the
need for groundwater management, the process of the Agency’s formation, and information regarding the proposed
fee and the well registration program. The slides presented at these meetings are shown in an appendix to this
document.

3.13. Additional Outreach
In addition to multiple public meetings, outreach efforts included the following:
•  ǣ      ʹͲͳǡ   ȋ      ͳǡͷͲͲ
Ȍ  Ǥ
•  ǣȋͺǡͲͲͲȌ  
 ǡ  Ǥ
• ǣ  ȋ Ȍ 
 ʹͲͳͺ  ʹͲͳͻ Ǥ 
ǡ ǡǤ
• ǣ  
 ʹͲͳͻ Ǥ
•  ǣ            
ǡǤ
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4. Legal Framework

Because of Constitutional limitations imposed through California Propositions 13, 218, and 26, there are strict rules
about what constitutes a fee versus a tax. Taxes and assessments require voter approval. Water rates passed under
Proposition 218 are subject to mandatory noticing and a potential majority protest. Regulatory fees identified as an
exemption from taxes under Proposition 26 can be passed by the vote of the governing body of the agency imposing
the fee. An example is a $/AF pumping charge levied by the groundwater management agency. Other fees require
protest proceedings for individuals who are paying the fees (example: water rates). What follows is a primer on the
proposed approach.
Raftelis is not a law firm and does not purport to give legal advice or make any recommendation on the legality of
individual options in the context of SGMA. The following section introduces the chosen potential funding
mechanism, including the statutory authorization, legal assessment, and adoption procedures.

4.1.

Regulatory Fee (Prop 26)

Proposition 26 (Prop 26), passed in 2010, states that everything is a tax under the California Constitution Article
XIII C, section 1(e), except:
(1) A charge imposed for a specific benefit conferred or privilege granted directly to the payor that is not provided
to those not charged, and which does not exceed the reasonable costs to the local government of conferring the
benefit or granting the privilege.
(2) A charge imposed for a specific government service or product provided directly to the payor that is not provided
to those not charged, and which does not exceed the reasonable costs to the local government of providing the service
or product.
(3) A charge imposed for the reasonable regulatory costs to a local government for issuing licenses and permits,
performing investigations, inspections, and audits, enforcing agricultural marketing orders, and the administrative
enforcement and adjudication thereof.
(4) A charge imposed for entrance to or use of local government property, or the purchase, rental, or lease of local
government property.
(5) A fine, penalty, or other monetary charge imposed by the judicial branch of government or a local government,
because of a violation of law.
(6) A charge imposed as a condition of property development.
(7) Assessments and property-related fees imposed in accordance with the provisions of Article XIII D.
Also, property-related fees and special benefit assessments levied under Article XIII D are exempt from the
requirements of Proposition 26. Additionally, every exaction must bear a fair or reasonable relationship to the payer’s
burden on, or benefits received from, the governmental activity.
Example: City of Santa Buenaventura (Ventura) Decision
United Water Conservation District imposes groundwater pumping fees. The District charges non-agricultural users
three times that of agricultural uses. The City challenged that the difference in pumping charges represented an illegal
subsidy to agricultural users and violated Article XIII D, section 6(b) (Proposition 218) because the fees exceeded
the cost of service. The appellate court held that the charges were not property related fees because they were based
on the pumping activity and not property ownership (Ventura Water customers do not have their own wells). The
court ultimately determined that the pumping charges were regulatory fees meeting the first two exceptions of Article
XIII C, section 1(e): fee imposed for a specific benefit and does not exceed the reasonable cost of the service. Further
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the court stated that the reasonableness of costs is not to be measured on an individual basis, but rather, on a collective
basis. Since the total cost recovery across all users was reasonable, so was the fee.
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5. Fee Calculation
5.1.

Revenue Requirement Calculation

Calculating a funding mechanism for an agency to collect its costs is a multi-step process. It involves first determining
the revenue requirement, which is the amount of revenue that must be recovered for an agency to meet its budgeted
costs less its revenue offsets. The Agency has several revenue offsets including grant funding and funding from
member agencies.
The Agency’s first two years of operations were funded by member agency contributions. The Agency plans to fund
the expenses in years 3-5 of operations (FY 2019-20 through FY 2021-22) with funding based on fees assessed on
estimated groundwater usage. The following subsections explain the process of how the fee was developed. The
initial funding provided by member agencies is shown in Table 3. The JPA provides that member agencies can be
reimbursed for the first two years of contributions. However, member agencies have agreed to defer repayment until
the completion of the GSP. As a result, repayment of the initial contributions is not included as an expense in the
revenue requirement calculation for this fee.
Table 3: Santa Rosa Plain Initial Member Agency Allocations
Member Agency
County of Sonoma
City of Santa Rosa
City of Rohnert Park
City of Cotati
Town of Windsor
Gold Ridge Resource Conservation District
Sonoma Resource Conservation District
Sonoma County Water Agency (Sonoma
Water)
Independent Water Suppliers
Total

5.1.1.

FY 2017-18
$55,000
$55,000
$55,000
$55,000
$55,000
$55,000
$20,000

FY 2018-19
$64,000
$64,000
$64,000
$64,000
$64,000
$64,000
$20,000

$55,000

$64,000

$55,000
$460,000

$64,000
$532,000

OPERATING EXPENSES

Agency staff worked to create a five-year budget for the Agency. As previously mentioned, the Agency was initially
funded by contributions from member agencies, so the Agency’s first two years of expenses were met by member
agency contributions. To create a fee for the Agency to fund itself for the next three years (until the Groundwater
sustainability Plan was completed, Phase 1), the first step was to determine how much revenue the Agency would
require. The budget for the Agency’s first five years is shown below in Table 4. In FY 2019-20 through FY 2021-22
the Agency has budgeted for an additional 5 percent above budgeted expenses as a contingency for unexpected
expenses.
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Table 4: Santa Rosa Plain Five-Year Phase I Operating Budget
FY 2017-18
Administration Services
Communication6
Engineer Services
Legal Services
Other O&M Expense
Subtotal O&M Expenses
5% Contingency
Total Expenses

FY 2018-19 FY 2019-20

$135,827
$22,000
$95,000
$60,000
$147,923
$460,750
$0
$460,750

$155,000
$30,000
$180,000
$60,000
$227,423
$652,423
$0
$652,423

$155,000
$45,000
$265,000
$50,000
$127,423
$642,423
$32,121
$674,544

FY 2020-21 FY 2021-22
$157,500
$45,000
$220,000
$50,000
$112,423
$584,923
$29,246
$614,169

$157,500
$45,000
$75,000
$60,000
$232,423
$569,923
$28,496
$598,419

5.1.2.

GRANT FUNDING

5.1.3.

TOTAL PHASE 1 REVENUE REQUIREMENT CALCULATION

The Agency applied for and received a $1 million grant to assist in funding development of the GSP. By applying
the grant as a revenue offset, the grant reduced the Agency’s total revenue requirement by $1 million. This funding
was made available to Groundwater Sustainability Agencies throughout the State because of 2014’s voter approved
Proposition 1. Funding for this project has been provided in full or in part from the Water Quality, Supply, and
Infrastructure Improvement Act of 2014 and through an agreement with the State Department of Water Resources.
This Proposition, the Water Quality, Supply, and Infrastructure Improvement Act of 2014, authorized $100 million
be made available for competitive grants for projects that develop and implement groundwater plans and projects in
accordance with groundwater planning requirements established under Division 6, commencing with §10000, Water
Code §79775. DWR formed the Sustainable Groundwater Management (SGM) Grant Program to provide funding
for sustainable groundwater planning and implementation projects through a competitive grant solicitation process,
including the development of GSPs.7

The Agency’s total revenue requirement for Phase I funding was calculated by adding its operating expenses for the
first five years and subtracting its offsetting grant revenue and initial Member Agency contributions. The total in the
first line can be calculated by summing the “Total Expenses” line from Table 4. The total in the third line is calculated
by summing the “Total” line from Table 3. The calculation shown in Table 5 gives the total amount of revenue to be
recovered by the proposed fee for FY 2019-20 through FY 2021-22.
Table 5: Phase I Revenue Requirement Calculation
Description
5 Years of Operating Expenses
Less Revenue Offsets
Less: Member Agency Contributions
Less: Grant Funding
Total Phase I Revenue Requirement

Amount
$3,000,305
-$992,000
-$1,000,000
$1,008,305

Calculating the total revenue requirement is only the first step in determining the regulatory fee. The second step in
revenue requirement calculation is to annualize the revenue requirement. In this case, the Agency’s revenue
Communication expenses include Sonoma Water outreach and education expenses.
Information on Proposition 1 Grants can be found on DWR’s website here: https://water.ca.gov/Work-With-

6
7

Us/Grants-And-Loans/Sustainable-Groundwater
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requirement is set to be recovered over three years (FY 2019-20, FY 2020-21, FY 2021-22). The annualized revenue
requirement is calculated by dividing the total revenue requirement by the number of years over which the revenue
requirement is recovered. Raftelis rounded the revenue requirement up to the nearest thousand-dollar increment.
This calculation is shown in Table 6.
Table 6: Annualized Revenue Requirement Calculation
Description
Total Phase I Revenue Requirement
Divided By: Years Fee is Assessed
Annualized Revenue Requirement

5.2.

Amount
$1,008,305
3
$337,000

Groundwater Extraction Estimate

The proposed regulatory fee is based on actual and estimated groundwater extraction. Agency Staff and Raftelis
worked together to create a framework for estimating groundwater extraction for classes of users across the Subbasin.
These classes include:
• public water supply systems
• agricultural groundwater users
• rural residential groundwater users
• urban residential groundwater users
• golf course groundwater users
• schools and other irrigation users
Note that the groundwater extraction estimates provided in tables below are often unrounded, and therefore totals
may not add exactly.

5.2.1.

LARGE WATER SERVICE PROVIDER EXTRACTION

Large water service providers within the Subbasin’s boundaries are primarily municipal water providers, although
Sonoma Water (which is a wholesale water supplier to most of the cities within the Subbasin) also extracts
groundwater from the Subbasin. Additionally, there is a California Public Utilities Commission regulated investor
owned water utility, California American Water – Larkfield, within the Subbasin boundaries. Sonoma State
University is also a large water service provider in the Subbasin area. The Cities of Santa Rosa, Cotati and Rohnert
Park use a combination of surface water delivered from the Russian River system outside of the Subbasin by Sonoma
Water and groundwater for their municipal water supplies. The Town of Windsor uses surface water from the
Russian River system outside of the Subbasin for municipal supply and currently uses groundwater from the Subbasin
solely for park irrigation. The City of Sebastopol solely uses groundwater extracted from the Subbasin for water
supply. Future groundwater usage by cities in the Subbasin were projected based on a running average of the last 5
years of pumping data. Some Cities reported groundwater usage beyond that used to supply their retail customers.
For example, the Town of Windsor reported that it doesn’t currently use groundwater for potable supply but plans
to use 50 acre feet per year for irrigation purposes. The City of Santa Rosa provided additional data on its irrigation
usage as well, which is included in its total. This data was obtained from the California State Water Resources
Control Board’s Division of Drinking Water (DDW).8
Future groundwater use of these large water service providers was projected based on an average of the last five years
of available pumping data. Large water service provider extraction is metered and reported by DDW to be 5,846 acre
DDW did not have data on the City of Cotati’s groundwater extraction for 2013 through 2015. The average for the City
of Cotati therefore uses the values that the City of Cotati reported to Sonoma Water for 2015 and 2014.

8
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feet per year (AFY) based on an average of the years from 2013 to 2017. The amounts shown in Table 7 are
unrounded.
Table 7: Santa Rosa Plain Subbasin Average Large Water Service Provider Extraction
Water Service Provider
City of Cotati
City of Rohnert Park
City of Santa Rosa
City of Sebastopol
Sonoma State University
Town of Windsor
Sonoma Water
California American Water – Larkfield
Total

5.2.2.

Average Groundwater
Extraction
264 AF
1,612 AF
1,598 AF
1,004 AF
203 AF
50 AF
592 AF
524 AF
5,846 AF

SMALL WATER SERVICE PROVIDER EXTRACTION

The Subbasin has a variety of small Public Water Systems (SPWSs) that use groundwater for a variety of purposes.
These SPWSs include mobile home parks, hospitals, schools, churches, restaurants, recreational clubs, wineries,
Mutual Water Companies (water companies that provide water service to rural areas), and other commercial
properties. The SPWSs do not include State Small Water Systems, which serve between five and 14 service
connections and are not required to report their water usage to DDW. Groundwater usage for State Small Water
Systems are included in the estimate for rural residential groundwater users, described below. There are eighty-four
(84) SPWSs in the Subbasin’s area. These SPWSs provide the amount of groundwater pumped annually to DDW.
Future groundwater use of these SPWSs was projected based on an average of the last five years of available pumping
data that was reported by DDW. Averages were based on reported usage. Years with non-reported usage were
omitted from calculated averages. Estimated SPWS extraction in the Subbasin is 1,096 AF per year.
While many of the commercial and industrial groundwater users in the Subbasin are included within the public water
supply systems class, there are likely other commercial and industrial groundwater users that are not considered
public water supply systems and are not included in the total estimated extraction.

5.2.3.

AGRICULTURAL GROUNDWATER EXTRACTION ESTIMATE

There is estimated to be a substantial amount of agricultural groundwater extraction in the Subbasin, however,
metered and reported data on agricultural groundwater pumping is generally unavailable. To estimate the amount
of groundwater used by individual agricultural users at the parcel scale in the Subbasin, it was necessary to estimate
that usage using land use data and estimates of applied irrigation water for specific crops. Raftelis and Staff created
a framework to estimate agricultural groundwater use. Extraction estimates were made by using Sonoma County
Land Use Data from California DWR.9 Raftelis used the 2012 DWR dataset because it included information such
as whether a parcel was irrigated and if so, what the source of the irrigation water was. Calculated water extraction
of groundwater irrigated agricultural parcels was estimated based on applying DWR applied water estimates to DWR
Land Use Data and crop coverage data. Each crop type has an average applied water per acre amount. Total
9

Source: https://gis.water.ca.gov/app/CADWRLandUseViewer/
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groundwater extraction is estimated by multiplying crop coverage acreage by the applied water per acre. DWR data
on average water applied per acre of crop is shown below. This is based on Sonoma County’s average usage estimated
by DWR for 2010 using local estimates of evapotranspiration.10 A selection of DWR’s applied water per acre figures
for Sonoma County in 2010 is shown below in Table 8, including a description of the type of agriculture denoted in
the middle column. The applied water column shows average acre feet per acre.
Table 8: Sonoma Crop Types and Applied Water per Acre
Crop (DWR Classifications)
C | Citrus and Subtropical
D | Deciduous Fruits and
Nuts
G | Grain
P | Pasture

T | Truck Nursery and Berry
Crops
V | Vineyard

DWR Definition
Grapefruit, lemons, oranges, dates, avocados,
olives, kiwis, jojoba, eucalyptus and
miscellaneous subtropical fruit
Apples, apricots, cherries, peaches, nectarines,
pears, plums, prunes, figs, walnuts and
miscellaneous deciduous
Wheat, barley, oats, miscellaneous grain and
hay, and mixed grain and hay
Clover, mixed pasture, native pastures,
induced high water table native pasture,
miscellaneous grasses, turf farms, bermuda
grass, rye grass and klein grass
Artichokes, asparagus, beans (green), carrots,
celery, lettuce, peas, spinach, flowers nursery
and tree farms, bush berries, strawberries,
peppers, broccoli, cabbage, cauliflower and
brussel sprouts
Table grapes, wine grapes and raisin grapes

Sonoma Average Applied
Water / Acre (AF)
1.8 AF
1.8 AF
0.3 AF
0 AF11

1.8 AF

0.6 AF12

Raftelis calculated groundwater usage at a parcel level by multiplying each parcel’s crop cover from the land use
dataset by the applied water factors. Raftelis then refined this data by offsetting estimated groundwater extraction
with recycled water deliveries. It was assumed that a parcel with access to recycled water would use recycled water
to either partially or fully offset its groundwater pumping. Raftelis obtained FY 2016-2017 recycled water usage data
from the City of Santa Rosa, the Town of Windsor, and from Airport – Larkfield – Wikiup Sanitation Zone
(ALWSZ) and reduced each parcel’s estimated groundwater usage according to the amount of recycled water used
in that year. Raftelis also reduced estimated groundwater extraction for parcels that have water rights. The State
Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) lists parcels with water rights and their right to extract on the Electronic
Water Rights Information Management System (eWRIMS). Raftelis assumed that any water rights water usage
would offset estimated groundwater extraction and reduced water usage accordingly. Table 9 shows a summary of
estimated agricultural groundwater extraction by crop type. This total groundwater extraction for agricultural
irrigation in the Subbasin is estimated to be approximately 6,170 AFY. This total is appreciably lower than previous
estimates of agricultural irrigation within the Subbasin. For example, DWR using a statewide crop irrigation model
estimates that approximately 11,300 AFY is used for agricultural irrigation within the Subbasin (April 2019, Draft
Source: https://www.water.ca.gov/Programs/Water-Use-And-Efficiency/Land-And-Water-Use/Agricultural-LandAnd-Water-Use-Estimates
11
This estimate applies for most pastures in the Subbasin. Pasture land that is irrigated is irrigated with recycled water.
However, some Dairies in the Subbasin are use small amounts of groundwater for their operations. This amount is
estimated at 0.04 AF per acre per year. This number was provided by a study completed by UC Co-Op Extension. This
study is included as an appendix to this Document.
12
GA s and staff from U.C. Cooperative Extension Staff consulted with a workgroup comprised of area vineyard owners
and discussed whether this was a reasonable estimate of irrigation need for vineyards. While actual use varies from year
to year, there was a consensus that this figure was within reason.
10
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Phase 2 Basin Prioritization) and computer modeling performed by the USGS also simulated approximately 11,000
AFY of groundwater extraction for agricultural irrigation within the Subbasin (USGS, 2014). 13 The difference
between these estimates and the estimate used for this fee study is likely primarily due to the inclusion of pasture
land irrigation in the DWR and USGS estimates of groundwater extraction. As described in the UCCE study, pasture
lands in the Subbasin are generally not irrigated using groundwater. Removing estimates of pasture land from the
USGS and DWR estimates would likely lower those estimates by several thousand AFY and bring them closer to
the estimate used for this study. The method used here may also underestimate total agricultural extraction within
the Subbasin, as it does not include estimates for cannabis irrigation or any cover crop irrigation or frost protection,
which are not included in DWR’s land use datasets. These estimates may be improved during the GSP development
process. Totals in Table 9 are unrounded and as a result may not add exactly to the sum in the Total line.
Table 9: Subbasin Estimated Agricultural Groundwater Usage
Crop
(DWR Classifications)
C | Citrus and
Subtropical
D | Deciduous Fruits
and Nuts
G | Grain

Initial Estimated
Extraction

Recycled Water
Usage

Surface Water
Rights Usage

Total Estimated
Extraction

118.9 AF

0 AF

0 AF

118.9 AF

4.6 AF

0 AF

0 AF

4.6 AF

69.2 AF

0 AF

0 AF

69.2 AF

P | Pasture
T | Truck Nursery and
Berry Crops
V | Vineyard

152.3 AF

47.8 AF

0 AF

104.5 AF

99.0 AF

0 AF

0 AF

99.0 AF

5,726.3 AF

541.6 AF

235.5 AF

4,949.1 AF

Total

6,170.3 AF

589.5 AF

235.5 AF

5,345.3 AF

5.2.4.

RURAL RESIDENTIAL GROUNDWATER EXTRACTION
ESTIMATE

Rural residential properties were identified using a combination of County Assessor GIS data and Water Service
Provider GIS data. Raftelis used spatial analysis with a GIS layer of the footprint of the Subbasin’s Large Water
Service Providers (excluding purveyors such as Sonoma Water, which is a wholesale purveyor) and Small Water
Service Providers to eliminate all parcels served by a large or small water service provider. Any residential (or
residential and agricultural use) parcels remaining in areas outside of water service provider systems are assumed to
have or use groundwater from a private well. Available records of water wells within the Subbasin are incomplete
and not used to assess which parcels extract groundwater.
Raftelis and Staff used an estimate of 0.5 AF of water use per year for each developed rural residential parcel. This
estimate is consistent with estimates for rural residential from several published sources and studies, as shown in
Table 10. An additional 0.25 AF were added for any parcels that listed additional residences on the parcel, up to a
maximum of 1 AF per year. Using this methodology, Raftelis estimates that there are roughly 6,627 rural residential
parcels in the Subbasin area, extracting an estimated 3,664 AF per year. This total includes a number of parcels that
are located within the incorporated jurisdictional areas of several municipalities that are not connected to the water
service provider’s public water supply system and are assumed to use private wells for water supply. These users
within incorporated jurisdictional areas account for approximately 883 AFY of the total 3,664 rural residential

The 11,000 AFY simulated by the USGS was extracted from model files for the Subbasin area included with the 2014
USGS report and differs from values included in the report, because the USGS model included the entire watershed
contributing to the Subbasin’s Bulletin 118 boundaries.
13
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extraction. This total does not include estimates for private water well use within the City of Sebastopol, as data was
not made available to estimate these uses in time for this study.
Table 10: Subbasin Estimated Rural Residence Groundwater Extraction
Rural Residential
Groundwater Extraction
Estimate

Data Source

0.19 AFY/capita (assuming
2.5 residents per household
yields 0.48 AFY)

Simulation of Groundwater and Surface-Water Resources of the Santa
Rosa Plain Watershed, Sonoma County, California (U.S. Geological
Survey, 2014)

0.5 to 0.75 AFY

County of Napa Water Availability Analysis Guidance Document
(County of Napa, 2015)

0.53 AFY

Canon Manor West Subdivision Assessment District Groundwater
Study ( Todd Engineers, June 2004)

0.40 to 0.55 AFY (Average
of 0.47)

Reported groundwater usage per connection for nine public water
suppliers, including mutual water companies, within Santa Rosa Plain
Groundwater Subbasin (California State Water Resources Control
Board - Division of Drinking Water, 2011 to 2017)

0.5 AFY

Proposed Assumed Usage for Fee Study

5.2.5.

URBAN RESIDENTIAL GROUNDWATER EXTRACTION
ESTIMATE

The Urban Residential Groundwater user class represents residential properties in areas served by water service
providers that also have a well on the property. Raftelis and Staff assumed that these wells would primarily be used
for irrigation purposes. Based on the City of Santa Rosa’s most recent water rate study, average residential winter
usage is roughly 4,000 gallons per month. It is generally assumed that winter water usage correlates to indoor water
demand due to reduced irrigation needs in winter months. Santa Rosa’s average residential year-round use is roughly
7,000 gallons per month.14 Indoor residential usage is assumed to be constant year-round, so the difference between
average year-round usage and average winter usage extrapolated to an annual amount of usage can be assumed to
be average irrigation demand. This amount, roughly 36,000 gallons, corresponds to roughly 0.1 AF. Thus, it is
assumed that Urban Residential Groundwater Users extract on average 0.1 AF per parcel per year for irrigation
purposes. Staff from the City of Cotati, City of Santa Rosa, and Town of Windsor provided Raftelis and Agency
Staff with the estimates of groundwater use in those Cities. Estimated urban residential well extraction is 189 AF per
year.
Table 11 shows a summary of where the Subbasin’s rural and urban residential well users are located and their
estimated extraction.

14

Source: https://srcity.org/DocumentCenter/View/6663/Current-Rate-Report---September-9-2015-PDF
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Table 11: Subbasin Estimated Annual Rural and Urban Residential Groundwater Usage

290

Rural
Residential
Estimated
Extraction
(AFY)
151

0
1,260
40
135
4,902
6,627

Number of
Rural
Residential
Extractors15

Incorporated Area

City of Cotati
City of Rohnert
Park
City of Santa Rosa
City of Sebastopol
Town of Windsor
Unincorporated
Total

5.2.6.

64

Urban
Residential
Well User
Extraction
(AFY)
6

0

0

0

0

643
22
68
2,780
3,664

1,516
0
309
0
1,889

152
0
31
0
189

795
22
98
2,780
3,852

Number of
Urban
Residential
Well Users16

Total
Extraction
(AFY)
157

GOLF COURSE GROUNDWATER EXTRACTION ESTIMATE

Raftelis used County Recorder-Assessor parcel data to find golf courses and country clubs within the Subbasin’s area.
Golf course irrigated area was estimated based on DWR Land Use information. Areas within golf courses that were
indicated as irrigated with groundwater were assigned 3.5 acre feet per acre per year. This figure is taken from the
Sonoma Valley 5-Year Review Report.17 Based on this applied water factor, it was estimated that golf courses account
for 595 AF of extraction per year.

5.2.7.

SCHOOL/IRRIGATION GROUNDWATER EXTRACTION
ESTIMATE

Raftelis used County Recorder-Assessor parcel data to find schools that use groundwater to irrigate fields or for other
uses in the Subbasin’s area. Field irrigated area was estimated based on DWR Land Use information. Only parcels
that the DWR dataset indicated were groundwater irrigated were included in this analysis. Raftelis used average
evapotranspiration (“ET0”) from the last 10 years to estimate applied water for each acre of irrigated field area.
Average ET0 for the last 10 years is 3.0275 AF per year. Based on this applied water factor, it was estimated that
school irrigation would account for 199 AF of groundwater extraction per year.

5.2.8.

TOTAL ESTIMATED EXTRACTION

Adding these estimated figures yields annual total estimated groundwater extraction for the Subbasin. This amount
is shown by class in Table 12. Totals in in Table 12 are unrounded, so the sum in the Total line may not be the same
as the amount calculated by hand.

Rural Residential Extractors include parcels that are within incorporated jurisdictional areas but are not connected to
public water supply systems. These parcels are assumed to have groundwater wells. Generally, these parcels are assumed
to extract 0.5 AFY, but parcels with multiple residences are assumed to extract an additional 0.25 AFY per residence to a
maximum of 1 AFY.
16
Urban Residential Well Users represent parcels connected to public water supply systems that have wells for
supplemental uses. These parcels are assumed to extract 0.1 AFY.
17
Source: http://sonomavalleygroundwater.org/wp-content/uploads/5-year-Review-and-Update-2014.pdf
15
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Table 12: Subbasin Total Estimated Annual Groundwater Extraction
User/Class of User

Total Estimated Extraction
264 AF

City of Cotati
City of Rohnert Park

1,612 AF

City of Santa Rosa

1,598 AF

City of Sebastopol

1,004 AF

Town of Windsor

50 AF

Sonoma Water

592 AF

Sonoma State University

203 AF

California-American Larkfield

524 AF

Small Water Service Providers

1,096 AF

Agriculture

5,345 AF

Rural Residential Groundwater Users

3,664 AF18

Urban Residential Groundwater Users

189 AF

Golf Courses

595 AF

Schools

199 AF

Total

16,934 AF

5.3.

Fee Calculation
5.3.1.

FEE PROPOSAL

The annual fee per acre foot of estimated extraction can be calculated by dividing the annualized revenue requirement
from Table 6 by the total estimated groundwater pumping from Table 12. Fees for all users can be calculated by
multiplying each class or user’s annual estimated extraction by the resulting fee. The fee per estimated acre foot of
groundwater extraction is calculated in Table 13.
Table 13: Fee per Estimated Acre Foot of Extraction Calculation
Description
Annualized Revenue Requirement
Divided by: Estimated Groundwater Pumping
Required Fee per Estimated Acre Foot of Extraction

5.3.2.

Amount
$337,000
16,934 AF
$19.90

RESULTING CASHFLOW

Raftelis calculated a simple cash flow for the Agency to show that the calculated fee allows the Agency to meet its
operating expenses through the end of Phase I. This Cashflow analysis is shown in Table 14.

883 acre feet per year of the estimated extraction from rural residential groundwater users is from within incorporated
jurisdictional boundaries.

18
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.

Table 14: Agency Cashflow with Fee
FY 201718
Revenue
Revenue from Fees
Member Agency Funding
Proposition 1 Grant
Total Revenue
Expenses
Administration Services
Communication
Engineer Services
Legal Services
Other O&M Expense
5% Contingency
Total Expenses
Beginning Balance
Net Cash Changes
Ending Balance

FY 201819

FY 201920

FY 202021

FY 202122

$0
$460,000
$0
$460,000

$0
$532,000
$250,000
$782,000

$337,000
$0
$250,000
$587,000

$337,000
$0
$250,000
$587,000

$337,000
$0
$250,000
$587,000

$135,827
$22,000
$95,000
$60,000
$147,923
$0
$460,750

$155,000
$30,000
$180,000
$60,000
$227,423
$0
$652,423

$155,000
$45,000
$265,000
$50,000
$127,423
$32,121
$674,544

$157,500
$45,000
$220,000
$50,000
$112,423
$29,246
$614,169

$157,500
$45,000
$75,000
$60,000
$232,423
$28,496
$598,419

0
-$750
-$750

-$750
$129,577
$128,827

$128,827
-$87,544

$41,283
-$27,169
$14,114

$14,114
-$11,419
$2,695

$41,283

Table 14 shows that the fee revenue combined with Member Agency funding and Proposition 1 Grant funding will
be sufficient in meeting the Agency’s operating costs, and also up to 5% additional costs in FY 2019-20 through FY
2021-22, represented by the 5% Contingency expenses.

5.4.

Fee Impacts

Raftelis calculated impacts to customer classes and to individual customers. Customer class/large user impacts are
shown in Table 15.
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Table 15: Large User and Customer Class Impacts
Total Estimated
Extraction
264 AF
1,612 AF

Class % of Estimated
Usage
2%
10%

User/Class Annual
Impact
$5,252
$32,089

City of Santa Rosa

1,598 AF

9%

$31,800

City of Sebastopol

1,004 AF

6%

$19,977

Town of Windsor

50 AF

0%

$995

Sonoma Water

592 AF

3%

$11,772

Sonoma State University

203 AF

1%

$4,038

California-American Larkfield

524 AF

3%

$10,426

Small Water Service Providers

1,096 AF

6%

$21,812

Agriculture
Rural Residential Groundwater
Users
Urban Residential Groundwater
Users
Golf Courses

5,345 AF

32%

$106,374

3,664 AF

22%

$72,905

189 AF

1%

$3,759

595 AF

4%

$11,850

199 AF

1%

$3,952

16,934 AF

100%

$337,000

User/Class of User
City of Cotati
City of Rohnert Park

Schools
Total

Table 16 shows fees on per acre foot basis, fees for most Rural Residential groundwater extractors, and fees for Urban
Residential groundwater extractors. Rural Residential groundwater use parcels are assumed to extract 0.5 acre feet
of groundwater per year but each additional residence on the parcel is assumed to extract 0.25 acre feet per year to a
maximum of 1 acre foot. Urban Residential groundwater users are assumed to extract 0.1 acre feet per year. The fees
in Table 16 are calculated by multiplying the user’s assumed groundwater extraction by the fee per acre foot.
The Agency is preparing to initiate a groundwater users registration program for rural residential groundwater users.
It is the opinion of counsel that this program fulfills the requirements of Water Code Section 10730 (a) that a
Groundwater Sustainability Agency shall not impose a fee on de minimis users unless the agency has regulated
said users.
Table 16: Charges per Acre Foot and For Residential Groundwater Users
Charge Type
Fee per Acre Foot per year
Fee for Rural Residential Groundwater Users (1
residence per parcel)
Fee for Rural Residential Groundwater Users (2
residence per parcel)
Fee for Rural Residential Groundwater Users (3+
residences per parcel)
Fee for Urban Residential Groundwater User

SANTA ROSA PLAIN GRO UNDWATER SUSTAINABILITY AGENCY

Assumed Groundwater
Extraction per year

Annual Fee Amount
$19.90

0.5 AF

$9.95

0.75 AF

$14.93

1 AF

$19.90

0.1 AF

$1.99
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6. Required Additional Data,
Research and
Implementation Issues
6.1.

Additional Data Needs

Lack of all requested data was an identified issue before the Study began. Lack of data on extraction, well ownership,
and well location, made calculating a fee based on those metrics challenging. There are several additional data and
implementation issues to be resolved. These issues should be addressed during the preparation of the GSP to facilitate
calculation and documentation of appropriate rates for Phase II funding. Raftelis has included a list of critical data
needs and remaining issues. This list is not exhaustive but provides a starting point for the Agency to determine going
forward.
ǽ

ǽ

ǽ

ǽ

ǽ

Registration of Wells: Overall identification and location of all groundwater wells and parcels using
groundwater is critical. This will not only help identify groundwater extractors but will also facilitate fee or rate
structures that can combine a fixed charge per well with a variable per acre foot charge. The well registration
program that the Agency has initiated represents a significant step towards documenting all wells in the Subbasin.
Metering of Wells: If the agency were to go forward with pursuing a fee based on actual extraction (rather than
estimated extraction), it would be critical to get information on actual extraction. To have the data for this fee,
the Agency would likely need to compel metering and reporting of groundwater extraction. Note, the GSA
should consider costs related to installing meters and monitoring water usage. It may be desirable to focus
metering efforts on parcels or land uses that are expected to have high groundwater use.
Cannabis Cultivation: The cultivation of legal cannabis presents another set of challenges, including to account
for known cannabis cultivation, where that crop is being grown and how much groundwater extraction to
estimate. Other County level regulations may apply. Data is currently being collected on legal cannabis by the
County. Cannabis cultivators that receive a permit from the County are required to meter and report groundwater
use. As this data becomes available, Raftelis recommends including cannabis in the agricultural category as a
subcategory. The actual use of groundwater by cannabis cultivation may or may not be significant but the public
interest in the topic is high.
Recycled Water and Surface Water: The use of recycled water and surface water rights were incorporated into
the Agency’s analysis for the proposed fee. This study used recycled water data from 2017. This information
should continue to be gathered as part of the research for the GSP for use as offsets to future water use and
funding calculations, especially if a Subbasin-wide metering program is not adopted.
Groundwater Recharge: One item of continuing interest to the public, the agricultural community, and rural
residential users that use onsite wastewater treatment systems (e.g. septic systems) has been the possible
incorporation of groundwater recharge estimates into groundwater extraction estimates. Data on groundwater
recharge is challenging to obtain for a variety of reasons. For example, recharge in part depends on applied water,
which is a poorly constrained data element. However, as more data is available and made accessible it may be
possible to include in future assessments of groundwater use recharge as an offset if it can be shown that such
recharge supports compliance with SGMA. If suitably reliable groundwater recharge estimates can be generated
as part of the GSP research (e.g., estimates of recharge), these factors could be applied to future fee calculations
to offset groundwater extraction estimates (similar to the use of recycled water and surface water.) Specific data
required may include, but is not limited to, soil types and the presence or absence of geological features that may
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inhibit water recharge to the aquifer. Note that a further complication of the potential recharge data gathering is
that soil types and filtration rates may vary by location within the Subbasin and care should be taken to assure
that significant differences in specific conditions by location are not overlooked if applying an average recharge
estimate.

6.2.

Additional Programs for Potential Consideration

The data collection and program implementation suggestions in the preceding section assume that the Agency will
continue to fund itself with a regulatory fee (governed under Proposition 26) or establish a service fee (governed
under Proposition 218) rate structure for Phase II. However, the preparers of the GSP may want to further investigate
additional programs or funding mechanisms. The following potential programs or concepts included for
consideration are outside of the regulatory fee or service fee guidelines and would therefore require legal review
before being incorporated into a GSA funding program. Note that several of these programs require or would benefit
from an understanding of the Subbasin’s sustainable yield in order to be effective tools in managing the Subbasin’s
usage. Some of these programs are being tested by other GSAs; the Agency could monitor the activities of other
GSAs across the State to find examples of programs that could be appropriate for the Subbasin.
Managed Aquifer Recharge (MAR) and Potential Recharge Net Metering. At least one pilot project is already
underway (in Pajaro Valley) to determine if the capture and use of additional surface water, including stormwater,
can be used to improve both infiltration and groundwater recharge. This approach is most ideally suited for
agricultural areas. Land owners willing to participate in construction of stormwater or other surface water capture
facilities can be compensated for the loss of productive land and operating costs by being given a credit against fees
charged on groundwater use, thus incentivizing participation. Pilot projects involving MAR will likely also provide
data on recharge that can be applied to estimating groundwater use offsets (see discussion in previous section).
Additionally, evidence of successful recharge through MAR may lead to the opportunity to establish a program
where any net recharge to the Subbasin above groundwater use can be used to calculate a rebate against costs for
other supplemental water supplies, including recycled water.19
Funding Framework for Charging for Supplemental Water Supplies. Depending on the findings of the GSP, the
Agency may end up pursuing the purchase of supplemental water (from surface water supply) to replenish the
groundwater Subbasin to achieve interim targets and/or to allow for additional extraction. Raftelis sees two potential
approaches for paying for these additional costs, if incurred, a blended approach and a marginal approach. The
marginal approach includes the use of an additional water supply charge and penalties.
Marginal Cost Approach: An additional rate could potentially be charged once a set water use allocation is
reached. The allocation level can be based on an end user allocation, an intermediate target, or a sustainable
yield target. Which targets are used will depend on findings as to how critically overdrawn the Subbasin may
be. For basins that are moderately overdrawn, Raftelis suggests that charges can be based on an intermediate
target. Highly overdrawn basins should be based on sustainable yield targets. Consider the following example
for a moderately overdrawn basin:
•
•
•

19

Allocation of 10 AF
Intermediate target of 8 AF
Sustainable Yield goal of 5 AF

For more information see https://www.law.berkeley.edu/research/clee/research/wheeler/renem/
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In this example Raftelis would recommend the following schedule to determine supplemental supply charges:
• Pumping 8 AF or less, no water supply charge
• Pumping 9-10 AF, water supply charge, no penalties
• Pumping 11+ AF, water supply charge and penalties
Blended Cost Approach: Another approach for charging for supplemental water sources is to blend the costs
of replenishment supplies with the benefits of natural recharge. The same revenue required by the Marginal
Cost Approach would be recovered with a uniform fee per acre foot. Blending costs from replenishment with
an additional amount of natural recharge would result in a lower cost per AF than billing at the cost of
replenishment water.
The marginal approach would economically incentivize groundwater users to pump at or below their intermediate
target while imposing penalties if the user pumps above a determined allocation. GSP research would need to
determine appropriate intermediate and sustainable Subbasin-wide yield goals and allocations would need to be
calculated per user, most likely based on an allowed use per acre of irrigated land.
Water Markets: Another approach to consider is establishing an intra-basin water market. Water Markets provide
an opportunity to allocate groundwater resources in an economically efficient manner. A water market recognizes
that some users may be allocated more water than they use. Other users may need more groundwater than they are
allocated. Water markets provide a mechanism to transfer water allocations from one user to another by allowing
buyers and sellers to set a price. Users with unused allocations can sell their allocations to users needing more
groundwater. This method allows for more flexibility while providing economic incentives for conservation, as costs
for groundwater on the market will rise as the total use approaches the sustainable allocation for the entire Subbasin.
There are several challenges to implementation of water markets for the purposes of allocating groundwater. Among
these are:
ǽ

ǽ

Imperfect information: groundwater usage of most types is unmonitored and unreported in the Subbasin,
as is the case in most basins in California. Markets function well when there is more information available,
especially with regard to available quantities of resources.
Imperfect mechanisms for facilitating transfer: while there is currently a market mechanism for transferring
water between parties, it is not a significant factor in water use statewide; currently less than 3% of
California’s water use is transferred via market.

Given these difficulties, there is an opportunity for the Agency to function as a Subbasin-level clearinghouse for water
transfers. If the Agency monitors Subbasin-level groundwater usage, limits withdrawals, and provides this
information publicly, the market can set a clear price signal for groundwater and can lead to an economically efficient
allocation of groundwater.
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7. Appendix
7.1.
Appendix 1: UC Cooperative Extension Santa Rosa
Plain Dairy Groundwater Extraction Estimate
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UC Cooperative Extension – Sonoma County

November 19, 2018
The attached document represents the estimates for groundwater usage by dairies in the Santa Rosa
Plain. Water usage values were calculated for drinking water and parlor cleaning to determine annual
acre feet (AF) groundwater usage per dairy. Those dairies that had acreage values available were
further utilized to estimate AF per acre groundwater usage resulting in an average of 0.04 AF per acre
per dairy.
Sincerely,

Randi Black
Dairy Advisor
University of California Cooperative Extension, Sonoma County

133 Aviation Blvd., Suite 109, Santa Rosa, CA 95403 (707) 565-2648

Dairy Groundwater Usage

Dairy
Dairy 1
Dairy 2
Dairy 3
Dairy 4
Dairy 5
Dairy 6
Dairy 7
Dairy 8
Dairy 9
Dairy 10
Dairy 11
Dairy 12
Dairy 13
Dairy 14
Dairy 15
Dairy 16

Mature Other
Dairy Dairy
Cows Cattle
240
300
530
550
120
58
374
300
170
180
375
420
450
400
30
80
293
275
375
450
0
350
250
160
250
150
200
50
600
500
600
600
Total 4857
4823

Total
540
1080
178
674
350
795
850
110
568
825
350
410
400
250
1100
1200
9680

Milk Cow
Drinking1
(gal)
7,200
15,900
3,600
11,220
5,100
11,250
13,500
900
8,790
11,250
0
7,500
7,500
6,000
18,000
18,000

Other Cattle
Drinking2
(gal)
2,045
3,749
395
2,045
1,227
2,863
2,726
545
1,874
3,067
2,385
1,091
1,022
341
3,408
4,089

Parlor
Cleaning3
(gal)
1,150
1,150
1,150
1,150
1,150
1,150
1,150
1,150
1,150
1,150
0
1,150
1,150
1,150
1,150
1,150

Annual Water Acre Feet
Usage (gal)
(AF) Water
3,794,063
11.64
7,591,491
23.29
1,878,037
5.76
5,261,363
16.14
2,729,038
8.37
5,570,839
17.09
6,342,335
19.46
947,267
2.91
4,312,221
13.23
5,645,470
17.32
870,699
2.67
3,555,284
10.91
3,530,407
10.83
2,734,136
8.39
8,233,606
25.26
8,482,377
26.02

Acres
316
283
326
400
44
299
107
688
Average

1

AF per
Acre
0.04
0.02
0.05
0.04
0.07
0.06
0.02
0.04
0.04
0.014539

Lactating cows consume, on average, 30 gallons of water per day
The non-lactating portion of the dairy herd typically consists of 20% dry cows, 15% unweaned calves (1-4 months), and 65% heifers (5-24 months). Dry
cows, unweaned calves, and heifers consume, on average, 10.8, 2.4, and 6.6 gallons of water per day, respectively.
3
Parlors require, on average, 110 gallons for bulk tank wash, 330 gallons for pipeline wash, 510 gallons for cleaning parlor and milk rooms floors, and
200 gallons for miscellaneous tasks (milk bottles, pasteurizer, etc.). Number derived from aggregate values within local Comprehensive Nutrient
Management Plans.
2

Adams, R.S., et al. "Calculating drinking water intake for lactating cows." Dairy reference manual (NRAES-63). Ithaca, NY: Northeast Regional
Agricultural Engineering Service, 1995.
OMAFRA Factsheet Water Requirements of Livestock, Order No. 07-023

7.2.
Appendix 2: January 30, 2019 Community Meeting
Presentation
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Community Meeting
JA N UA RY 3 0 , 2 0 1 9

SANTAROSAPLAINGROUNDWATER.ORG

1

Welcome and Introductions

SANTAROSAPLAINGROUNDWATER.ORG

2

Agenda
A. Welcome and Introductions
Santa Rosa Plain GSA Vice-Chairman, Tom Schwedhelm
B. Background
What is the Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA)?
C. Overview, goals and benefits of a Groundwater Sustainability Agency (GSA)
D. Proposed Groundwater Sustainability Fee
E. Proposed Groundwater Users Registration Program
F. Status of GSA Activities and Next Steps
G. Public Comment
H. Adjourn
SANTAROSAPLAINGROUNDWATER.ORG

3

Introduction & Purpose
This community meeting is an opportunity for you
to learn about:
• The Sustainable Groundwater Management Act and how it’s

being implemented in Santa Rosa Plain area
• The Santa Rosa Plain Groundwater Sustainability Agency and
how it is currently funded
• The proposed Groundwater Sustainability Fee
• The proposed groundwater user registration program

… and to share your thoughts & comments!
SANTAROSAPLAINGROUNDWATER.ORG

4

Background
• What is the Sustainable Groundwater

Management Act (SGMA)?

• How is SGMA being implemented in the
Santa Rosa Plain Groundwater Basin?

SANTAROSAPLAINGROUNDWATER.ORG

5

Background: Groundwater &
the Drought
• California is one of last western states

to manage groundwater

• During the drought, some Central
Valley communities ran out of water
• Land subsidence (sinking) from too
much groundwater pumping
• Sonoma County wants to avoid these
problems and be more resilient against
droughts!

Background: The Sustainable
Groundwater Management Act

1/30/2019

SANTAROSAPLAINGROUNDWATER.ORG
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SGMA locally
Three basins must
comply with SGMA
• Sonoma Valley
• Petaluma Valley
• Santa Rosa Plain

Background: Groundwater
in the Santa Rosa Plain
• Not the Central Valley, but not perfect
• 2013/2014 USGS study identified issues of
groundwater levels and quality
• Voluntary management plan adopted in 2014
• As much as 50% of our water supply comes
from groundwater
• New wells are installed every year
• Russian River water supplies meet most urban
water needs

Background:
Groundwater in the
Santa Rosa Plain
• Imbalance in inflows and
outflows could become
worse with climate change.
• Areas of groundwater-level
decline recovered by
replacing some groundwater
use with surface water,
recycled water supplies and
conservation

Santa Rosa Plain
Groundwater Subbasin

Step 1 – Formation of a
Groundwater Sustainability Agency (GSA)
Completed – GSA formed in June 2017
• GSA was formed through a Joint Powers
Authority Agreement (JPA) which governs it
operations
• Formation activities funded by GSA member
agencies
•

Overview of
Santa Rosa Plain
GSA

1/30/2019

SANTAROSAPLAINGROUNDWATER.ORG
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Goals of the GSA
To sustainably manage community’s groundwater to
ensure it’s availability now and in the future
• To meet the requirements of SGMA
• To ensure the GSP reflects the goals and priorities
of the community
• To be as cost-effective and efficient as possible

•

GSA and the Community
SGMA requires community involvement!
• Board and Advisory Committee alternate meeting every
month

• Monthly email updates -- sign up online
• To date, 23 public meetings (fee study was discussed at 14
meetings)
• Three postcards mailed to all potential well owners in
the basin
• Website with meetings, documents, budgets and background:
www.santarosaplaingroundwater.org
SANTAROSAPLAINGROUNDWATER.ORG
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Current Issues: Basin boundary
modifications
California Department of Water Resources (DWR) defines the
Santa Rosa Plain basin boundary
DWR proposed revising boundaries:

• November 2018: DWR released draft approval of Sebastopol
boundary change request. Final DWR determination
anticipated February 2019
• If DWR approves new boundary, Sebastopol and three Mutual
Water Companies (Belmont Terrace, Fircrest, and Kelly) could
join the GSA
SANTAROSAPLAINGROUNDWATER.ORG
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Santa Rosa Plain
Basin (blue
outline) with
proposed
Sebastopol Area
addition (in red)

1/30/2019

SANTAROSAPLAINGROUNDWATER.ORG
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Current status of SGMA Compliance

1/30/2019

SANTAROSAPLAINGROUNDWATER.ORG
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Funding Step 2: Development of the GSP
•
•
•
•

First two years funded by GSA member agencies
Received $1 million Proposition 1 grant for preparation of GSP
Received Facilitation and Technical Support Services from DWR
Need to identify equitable funding source for costs above the
$1 million grant for final three years of Step 2
• Costs to be covered are primarily administration of GSA
• Fee approval requires three-fourths vote of Board
• Proposed fee could extend into Step 3 or could be replaced by a
more appropriate fee to fund programs
SANTAROSAPLAINGROUNDWATER.ORG
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Roadmap for Groundwater Sustainability Plan

1/30/2019

SANTAROSAPLAINGROUNDWATER.ORG
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Step 3: Achieve Sustainability by
Implementing the GSP (After January 2022)
Specific activities will depend on GSP’s conclusions
• At a minimum: monitoring, outreach & reporting required
• GSP may also include studies, water management
programs, capital projects
Step 2 fees may continue to fund Step 3 – OR - may be
replaced by different fee that’s more appropriate for SGMA
implementation
SANTAROSAPLAINGROUNDWATER.ORG
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Proposed Groundwater Sustainability Fee
•
•
•
•
•
•

Funding needed
Activities/decisions to date
Fee proposal
Fee calculation
Fee amount
Remaining issues
SANTAROSAPLAINGROUNDWATER.ORG
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Estimated Annual Funding Needed
Estimated 5-year operating expenses*
GSA Member agency repayment
deferral
Grant funding
Total to be recovered
Years to recover expenses
Total estimated annual amount to be
recovered

$3,000,400
-$992,000
-$1,000,000
$1,008,400
3
$337,000*

*Rounded up to the nearest hundred (operating expenses) and thousand (annual amount to be recovered). Repayment to member
agencies has been deferred.
SANTAROSAPLAINGROUNDWATER.ORG
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Fee activities to date
Six Board meetings that included presentations & updates.
• Key Board decisions include:
o Creation of ad hoc committee (April)
o Do not pursue parcel tax (June)
o Do not pursue ongoing member agency contributions and defer
reimbursement of member agencies (June; December)
o Continue work on fees based on estimated/actual groundwater
use (June)
o Pursue groundwater user registration program (June)
• Six Advisory Committee meetings with discussion and feedback
• Community Workshop March 21, 2018 (standing room only)
•

SANTAROSAPLAINGROUNDWATER.ORG
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What is the Groundwater Sustainability Fee?
Regulatory fee based on actual or estimated groundwater use:
• Actual use based on metered pumping data: Municipal &
public water systems (includes some commercial uses such as
wineries)

• Estimated groundwater use (pumping data not available):
o Rural residential, agriculture & other users (e.g., golf courses,
schools)
o Estimates of groundwater use need to be based on data,
reports, studies by independent parties

SANTAROSAPLAINGROUNDWATER.ORG
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Estimated Groundwater Use by Type of User

Agriculture
Small water providers

Rural Residential
Golf courses
SANTAROSAPLAINGROUNDWATER.ORG

Cities & Towns
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Groundwater Sustainability Fee Proposal: Rural
Residential Groundwater Use
• Average Santa Rosa Plain rural residential property is 3.4 acres
• Groundwater use based on representative estimated average
annual use per property, 0.5 acre feet per parcel (466 gallons per
day)
• Some properties will use more and some will use less
• Metered residential usage from cities is not representative of rural
residential water use
• Groundwater use factor based on studies, referenced reports, etc.
(DWR, County of Napa, State Water Resources Control Board, local
study)
SANTAROSAPLAINGROUNDWATER.ORG
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Rural Residential Groundwater Use
Rural Residential
Groundwater Usage Estimate

Data Source

Simulation of Groundwater and Surface-Water Resources of the Santa
0.48 AFY/household (assumes 2.5
Rosa Plain Watershed, Sonoma County, California
residents per household at
(U.S. Geological Survey, 2014 – Used California Dept of Water Resources
0.19 AFY/capita)*
water use factor)
County of Napa Water Availability Analysis Guidance Document
0.5 to 0.75 AFY
(County of Napa, 2015)
Canon Manor West Subdivision Assessment District Groundwater Study
0.53 AFY
(Todd Engineers, June 2004)
Reported groundwater usage per connection for nine public water
suppliers, including mutual water companies, within the Santa Rosa Plain
0.40 to 0.55 AFY (Average of 0.47) Groundwater Subbasin
(California State Water Resources Control Board –
Division of Drinking Water, 2011 to 2017)
0.5 AFY (466 gallons per day)

Assumed Usage for Fee Study
SANTAROSAPLAINGROUNDWATER.ORG
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Groundwater Sustainability Fee: Agricultural
Groundwater Use
Agriculture estimated use based on:

• Number of irrigated acres and estimated annual
applied water for specific crop type (crop
coefficient)
• Account for recycled water use & surface water
rights

SANTAROSAPLAINGROUNDWATER.ORG
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Groundwater Sustainability Fee: Agricultural
Groundwater Use
◦ Key Applied Water Estimates: Vineyards

• Proposed 0.6 feet water per acre per year
Key Applied Water Estimates: Dairies
•

Cow numbers per dairy as reported by the North Coast Regional
Water Quality Control Board’s Dairy Water Quality Permit

Key Applied Water Use Estimates: Non-Dairy Pastures
• Working with Farm Bureau on estimates
SANTAROSAPLAINGROUNDWATER.ORG
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Estimated fees compared to State Intervention Fees
Proposed
Groundwater
Sustainability
Fee

Source of Usage

Charge per Acre Foot (agriculture,
municipal, golf courses, etc.)
$16 - $26
Charge for Rural Residential
($ per parcel/year)
$8 - $13
Charge for Urban Supplemental
Irrigation Wells ($ per parcel/year)

$1-3

Annual State
Intervention Fees
$300 base fee,
plus $40 per AF*
$100
$100

*The $300 annual base fee is charged to all well owners, except de minimis (rural & urban residential).

** $100 fee may be charged by State if it deems total de minimis extractions to be significant.
SANTAROSAPLAINGROUNDWATER.ORG
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Estimated costs for User Categories
Groundwater Users
Cities & small water providers
Sonoma State University
Golf Courses
Rural Residential Well Owners
Urban Irrigation Water Users
Agriculture

GRAND TOTAL

Actual or Estimated
Groundwater Use
(Acre Feet Yearly)
6,753
196
595

Percent of total
groundwater If fee is $19 per Percent of total
acre foot*
fee paid
used in basin
37%
$128,304
37%
1%
$3,724
1%
3%
$11,305
3%

4,469

25%

$84,902

25%

261

1%

$4,953

1%

5,913

33%

$112,355

33%

18,186

100%

$345,542

100%

*Note: The final fee will depend on whether Sebastopol is fully in the basin and additional
refinement of use estimates.
SANTAROSAPLAINGROUNDWATER.ORG
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Key Remaining Issues to Develop Fee Methodology
• Exploring preliminary proposal to fund a Fee Offset
Grant Program for some payors

SANTAROSAPLAINGROUNDWATER.ORG
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Key Issues: Parcels Intersected
By Basin Boundaries
• 922 Parcels out of approximately
77,000 total parcels intersected
by SRP basin boundary
• 60 Parcels (out of the 922 parcels)
straddle SRP and Petaluma Valley
jurisdictional areas
• GSA will assume that wells are
within basin -- and will have
appeal process for property
owners

Proposed Groundwater User Registration Program
A registration program (or some form of regulation) is
required if fees are to be assessed to de minimis
groundwater users (i.e., most rural residential
groundwater users)
• Cumulatively, de minimis water users (those using less
than 652,702 gallons per year) comprise approximately
one-quarter of the total groundwater use in the Santa Rosa
Plain basin
• Provides important information about wells and areas that
may benefit from future programs

•

SANTAROSAPLAINGROUNDWATER.ORG
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Proposed Groundwater User Registration
Program Parameters
• Registration is free to Groundwater users
• Costs for program funded by GSA budget
• Program is clear and simple
• Registration includes request for information, not for metering
• People who aren’t in public water supply system are assumed to have
their own groundwater supply/well, with appeal process
• GSA contract with County Agricultural Commissioner & Permit Sonoma
for program development and technical assistance
• Outreach/public information provided by GSA
SANTAROSAPLAINGROUNDWATER.ORG
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Proposed Groundwater User Registration
Program
Elements
• On-line Interactive Map to determine whether a parcel is in or
out of basin
• Technical Assistance/guidance available from Ag Commissioner,
GSA Staff and Permit Sonoma
• Simple on-line and hardcopy form to provide information
about well and/or groundwater use
• On-line and hardcopy Appeals Process to ensure accurate and
complete information is maintained by the GSA
SANTAROSAPLAINGROUNDWATER.ORG
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Status of GSA Activities and Next Steps
Your input will be provided to GSA Board
• Fee methodology discussion and possible action:
Board meeting, February 14, 1 p.m., 35 Stony Point
Road
• Possible approval of fee and groundwater user
registration: Board meeting, April 11, time to be
determined

•

SANTAROSAPLAINGROUNDWATER.ORG
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RATE/FEE STUDY & IMPLEMENTATION PROPOSED WORK PLAN
December 13

Board

Study Session

DecemberFebruary

Board and Advisory
Committee members

Seek feedback and input from stakeholder groups on methodology and proposed fee.

January 14

Advisory Committee

Review & provide feedback for Board on draft groundwater user registration options

•

Board, Advisory
Committee, staff

Community workshop & other outreach seeking feedback on proposed methodology,
fee and groundwater user registration program

February 14

Board

February 2019
February-April
April 11

Department of
Water Resources
Consultants
Board Meeting

Review and discuss final fee option and conceptual agreement on methodology
(awaiting DWR release of basin boundary modifications). Provide feedback on final
groundwater user registration program. Review options for possible incorporation of
Sebastopol.
Basin boundary modification finalized, which will affect fee options

April-May 2019
June 2019
August 2019

Staff
Staff
Staff

January 30

Administrative findings (final report)
Public hearing; adoption of fee schedule; approval of groundwater user registration
program, incorporation of Sebastopol (pending DWR approval)
Provide findings/fee schedule to assessor
Implementation of groundwater user registration program
Deadline to submit fee schedule to County Assessor
SANTAROSAPLAINGROUNDWATER.ORG
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Public Comments

SANTAROSAPLAINGROUNDWATER.ORG
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7.3.
Appendix 3: March 2019 Community Meeting
Presentation
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Groundwater Sustainability Fee
M A RCH 2 0 1 9 COM M U N I TY M E E TINGS

1

Agenda
A. Welcome and Introductions
B. Background: Why groundwater management is needed
C. Information about the Groundwater Sustainability Agency
D. Proposed Groundwater Sustainability Fee
E. Proposed Groundwater Users Registration Program

F. Next Steps
G. Public Comment

H. Adjourn
2

3

Santa Rosa Plain conditions
& history
• Surface waters & groundwater
closely connected
• Average annual groundwater
extraction greater than recharge
• Some historic water quality issues
• Basin is sensitive to climate
conditions

4

Protecting groundwater is critical ….

5

The Sustainable
Groundwater
Management Act
• Became law in 2015
• Bipartisan support
• Three Sonoma County
basins initially affected
by SGMA:
o Sonoma Valley

o Petaluma Valley
o Santa Rosa Plain
6

SGMA steps and deadlines

7

GSA represents diverse stakeholder
interests

8

SGMA steps and deadlines

9

A plan to protect groundwater today and
for future generations
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Why aren’t fees proposed in the other two
local basins?
• Far fewer groundwater users in Sonoma Valley and
Petaluma
Valley – but costs to comply with SGMA are similar. As a
result:
o Estimated fee for groundwater users in Petaluma Valley
would be double the proposed Santa Rosa Plain fee
o Estimated fee for groundwater users in Sonoma Valley
would be 2.5 times the proposed Santa Rosa Plain fee
• Santa Rosa Plain has more member agencies (9) than
Petaluma Valley (5) and Sonoma Valley (6)
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What is the Groundwater Sustainability Fee?
• Fee is based on actual or estimated groundwater use
• Fee is based on the amount of water use, measured
by the acre foot (about 326,000 gallons)
• Rural residential (domestic) groundwater users would
pay an annual fee of $8-$13
• Large groundwater users would pay between $16-$26
per acre foot of water pumped annually
• Would be levied for three years, after which time the
Board could end, extend, or replace it with a different fee
12

The Groundwater Sustainability Fee:
• Would go into effect on July 1, 2019, and would be
collected on the 2019-2020 property tax bills
• Is NOT a property tax – the property tax bill is just a simple
way to collect the fee
• Will NOT be increased for the three years it’s in effect
• Is supported by California law, the state Constitution and
recent court cases
• Because it is based on groundwater use, larger users
will pay more than smaller users
13

How do you know how much groundwater
people use?
• Metered pumping data: Municipal & public water systems
(includes some commercial uses such as wineries)

• Estimated groundwater use (pumping data not
available):
o Rural residential, agriculture & other users (e.g., golf
courses)
o Estimates of groundwater use are based on crop type or
land use
o Estimates must be supported by data, reports, studies by
independent parties
14

What is the rate based on?
The average annual
costs of running
the GSA

÷

Acre feet of
groundwater
used annually
in the basin

=

Per acre
foot rate

15

What is the rate based on?
Estimated 5-year operating expenses*
GSA Member agency repayment
deferral
Grant funding
Total to be recovered
Years to recover expenses
Total estimated annual amount to be
recovered

$3,000,400
-$992,000
-$1,000,000
$1,008,400
3
$337,000*

*Rounded up to the nearest hundred (operating expenses) and thousand (annual amount to be recovered). Repayment to member
agencies has been deferred.
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How is the Groundwater Sustainability Fee
calculated?
Amount of
groundwater used
annually

x

Rate

= Fee paid
annually

17

Example 1: Rural Residential (domestic) well
owners
0.5 acre feet of
water annually
0.5 acre feet of
water annually

x

x

$16 per
acre foot
=
(low range)
$26 per
acre foot
=
(high range)

$8 fee
per parcel
annually
$13 fee
per parcel
annually
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Example 2: City of Santa Rosa
1,598 acre
feet of water
annually
1,598 acre
feet of water
annually

x

$16 per
acre foot =
(low range)

x

$26 per
acre foot = $41,548 fee
(high range) paid annually

$25,568 fee
paid annually
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Example 3: Grape grower with 100 acres of
irrigated vines
(Estimated 0.6 acre feet of water
used per acre of grapes
Multiplied by 100 acres =
60 acre feet)
(Estimated 0.6 acre feet of water
used per acre of grapes
Multiplied by 100 acres =
60 acre feet)

x

x

$16 per
acre foot = $960
(low range)
$26 per
acre foot = $1,560
(high range)
20

Estimated fees compared to State Intervention Fees
Proposed
Groundwater
Sustainability
Fee

Source of Usage

Charge per Acre Foot (agriculture,
municipal, golf courses, etc.)
$16 - $26
Charge for Rural Residential
($ per parcel/year)
$8 - $13

Charge for Urban Supplemental
Irrigation Wells ($ per parcel/year)

$1-3

Annual State
Intervention Fees
$300 base fee,
plus $40 per AF*
$100
$100

*The $300 annual base fee is charged to all well owners, except de minimis (rural & urban residential).

** $100 fee may be charged by State if it deems total de minimis extractions to be significant.
SANTAROSAPLAINGROUNDWATER.ORG
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What is the Groundwater User Registration
Program?
A simple, free, one-time registration program that will
allow the GSA to verify basic information about
groundwater use

22

How does the Groundwater User Registration
Program work?
Step 1. Owners of parcels assumed to use groundwater will receive a letter
from the GSA that includes:

o Parcel number, address, parcel size, type of land use
Step 2. If information is correct, groundwater users can:

o Do nothing OR
o Contact GSA to provide optional additional information (well location,
depth, water quality concerns, etc.)
Step 3. If information is incorrect, groundwater users can:
o Go online/call to make corrections
23

The Groundwater User Registration Program:
• Does NOT require meters to be installed on wells
• Does NOT require groundwater users to monitor their water use
(although people are welcome to join the voluntary monitoring
program)
• Does NOT require groundwater users to fill out forms, unless they
want to share or correct information
• Technical assistance/guidance will be available from
Ag Commissioner, GSA staff and Permit Sonoma
24

Why is the GSA proposing the Groundwater User
Registration Program?
SGMA requires some form of regulation to assess fees on
de minimus groundwater users (i.e., most rural residential
groundwater users)
• De minimus water users (those using less than 652,702
gallons per year for domestic purposes) pump about
one-quarter of the total groundwater used in the
Santa Rosa Plain basin
• The program could provide important information about
wells and areas that may benefit from future programs
• SGMA does NOT authorize the GSA to meter de minimus users

•
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Status of GSA Activities and Next Steps
Your input will be provided to GSA Board and posted
online
• Fee methodology discussion and possible action:
Board meeting, March 14, 1 p.m., 35 Stony Point
Road
• Possible approval of fee and groundwater user
registration: Board meeting, April 11, time to be
determined
•
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Public Comments
Go to
www.santarosaplaingroundwater.org
for more information
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